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Classic Roast Chicken 
 
 

EQUIPMENT 
 

Paring Knife, Chef Knife, Butchers Twine, Wooden Spoon, Tongs,  
Shallow Frypan, Paper Towel, Frypan 

 
INGREDIENTS 

 
1 x 1.5kg Corn Fed Chicken, 1 Carrot, 2 Celery Sticks, 1 Brown Onion,  

3 Bay Leaves, 3 Sprigs Thyme, Ground White Pepper, Sea Salt, Extra Virgin Olive Oil 
 

METHOD 
 

Pat dry the surface of the chicken with paper towel and also pat dry the cavity. 
Using a paring knife make two small cuts to expose the wish bone, rub the flesh away from the wishbone and pull it away 

from the breast bone then the wings 
 

Working from the neck end insert your finger in-between the skin and flesh of the chicken to loosen the skin. Do the same 
for the legs. 

 
Season the cavity of the chicken with a liberal amount of ground white pepper and salt 

 
Truss the chicken with the butchers twine and set aside 

 
Dice the onion, carrot and celery into 2cm cubes and mix together 

 
Place the frypan over a medium heat on the stovetop and add a splash of EVOO then add the diced vegetables along with the 

bay leaf and thyme sprigs, stir with a wooden spoon and cook until the vegetables become fragrant 2-3 minutes 
 

Remove the pan from the heat season the chicken on all sides with salt and pepper and place the chicken on top of the 
vegetables breast side facing up 

 
Place into a pre-heated oven Combi Mode 200˚C for 12 minutes, after the 12 minutes has elapsed turn the temperature down to 

180˚C and cook for a further 55 minutes 
 

Once cooked remove from the oven and let the chicken rest in the pan 
 

The next few steps are optional: 
 

You at this point can discard the vegetables or serve them with the chicken, strain off the juice and skim the fat from the 
stock and make a gravy with a roux 

 
 

HINTS & TIPS 
 

- The idea behind this recipe is to show how a classic roast chicken is done, the vegetable component is there to enhance the 
flavour of the chicken and not necessarily be an accompaniment to the dish 

 
 

- By making the skin “loose” around the chicken with ensure that the skin becomes crispy, it’s important to remember to start 
with the chicken at room temperature 

 
- Rather than marinate the chicken in a myriad of herbs and spices spend your money on a good quality corn fed chicken, salt 

and pepper will be all you need for a delicious roasted bird 
 

- This is a classic that chef’s eat and prepare daily and is generally prepared for staff dinners at restaurants all around the 
world for a delicious dinner to keep the troops going 


